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Eukaryotes arose after genetic recombination

Milanko R. Stupar

ABSTRACT
Division of ancestral prokaryotic pragenome into two circular double-stranded DNA molecules by genetic recombination, is a base for future separate evolution of nuclear and mitochondrial gene compartment. This suggests monophyletic origin of both, mitochondrion and nucleus. Presumed organism
which genome undergoes genetic recombination has to be searched among an aerobic, oxygen nonproducing, archaeon with no rigid cell wall, but a plasma membrane. Plastid evolves from an aerobic,
oxygen producing protoeukaryote, after mitoplastid genome duplication and subsequent functional segregation.
KEY WORDS: Genome; Recombination, Genetic; Phylogeny; Gene Expression Regulation,
Developmental; Plastids; Replicon; Evolution, Molecular; DNA, Mitochondrial
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present in archaeal genomes (4). The genes of the electron transport chain (complex I-V),

ragenome evolves by acquiring new sequences, by mutation and by recombination of

which are responsible for oxidative phosphorylation, are examined in archaeon

existing ones. Genome evolves in the way that genes participated in the same pathway

Natronomonas pharaonic (10). Genes for NADH-dehydrogenase type II, succinate dehy-

are clustered, with compact DNA sequences. At the beginning of the evolution, 15-30

drogenase, terminal oxidase, ATP synthase and equivalent for cytochrome-C reductase

nucleotides were sufficient to allow functional activity of corresponding peptide, like YPITP

have been identified. Experimental studies provide the existence of a functional respiratory

motif of oxoacid: ferredoxin oxidoreductase (1), including another 3319 proteins with func-

chain in these archaeon.

tional single domain (2). After almost 1.2 billion years of acellular (metabolism fixed to the

Genetic apparatus for all of this metabolic activity existed within the broad populations of

solid iron-sulfide surface) and cellular (genetic) evolution, the pragenome was composed

Archaea before the last common ancestor.

of hundreds of genes.

To consolidate evolution by genetic recombination, ancient pragenome was developed

In the universal phylogenetic tree deepest branches consist of hypertermofiles. This sug-

genes for the family of site specific nickase-ligase enzymes and corresponding recognition

gests that last common ancestor of all life on Earth my have been an Archaea. Archaeal cell

sequence inverted and direct repeats (11,12). Helicase (13), topoisomerase I and II (14),

my display a mixture of features from Eubacteria and Eukaryotes. Archaea possess multi-

gyrase, reverse gyrase (15), resolvase (16), integrase (12) have been find out in archaea.

ple types of energy productions. Genes for the gluconeogenic (glycolytic precursor) path-

Following role of compact DNA sequence, reverse gyrase exhibits helicase and topoiso-

way (Embden-Meyerhof-Parnas) (3), reductive tricarboxylic acid cycle (2), reductive pen-

merase domain (17). Sulfolobus solfaticus, as others archaea which lives in extreme con-

tose phosphate cycle (4), Entner-Doudoroff pathway (5), Fe-hydrogenese catalytic H2 pro-

ditions has 1000 times higher risk of DNA damage than E. coli. To diminish this risk, expres-

duction (6), the sulphate assimilation (7), nitrogen fixation (8), are widely distributed among

sion of recombinase genes is permanent in ancient pragenome, so that they became house-

archaea and are often considered to be central to the origin of metabolism. Like TCA cycle,

keeping genes. In the putative replicon of Sulfolobus there is perfect direct repeats of

reverse TCA cycle may work together with phosphoenol pyruvate carboxylase and enzymes

11bp:TCTATACCCCC, similar types of motifs can provide possible recombination site (18).

of glico neogenesis to fix inorganic carbon into sugars (2). Partial reactions of Entner-

One of the typical examples is a reciprocal genetic recombination between two copies of

Doudoroff pathway may interact with the Embden-Meyerhof-Parnas pathway to replace

direct repeats which allow Ófigure eightÓ form of DNA. During the performance of its func-

steps of the standard glycolytic scheme in the way that alfa-protobacterial assistance is not

tions, prokaryotic DNA is typically attached to plasma membrane. It is possible that plasma

necessary for mitochondrial function or existence. Gene for cytochrome oxidase, which

membrane with attached DNA, where Ófigure eightÓ was resolved by recombination, could

presence indicated that aerobic metabolism is possible in an environment with a low level

have invaginated and formed two-layered envelope surrounding two DNA molecules.

of oxygen, was present in common ancestor of archaea and eubacteria (9). That means that

Archaeal ftsZ , eubacterial ftsZ and eukaryal tubuline genes are homologue (19), which lead

aerobic respiration was a monophyletic and ancient enzymatic system before oxygenic

to conclusion that cell division apparatus are similar and originated from archaea. The

photosynthesis. Ribulose bisphosphate carboxylase, central enzyme in carbon fixation, was

dynamin has no mitochondrial import sequence and regulate membrane squeezing (20) and

P
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peroxisomal (organelle surrounded by one membrane) fission (21). An ancestral polypep-

Ones reaction was terminated, DNA molecule tends to supercoil and, still attached to the

dide encoded by nuclear loci which can exhibits function of FtsZ and Dnm 1 domains, may

membrane and coupling with activity of cdc6 gene and replication, cause its fission and

operate in dual division mechanism of invagination, sucking down and constructing, to

enveloping. Once maximal capacity has been reached, additional sequences tends to inter-

envelope DNA molecules. This envelop is presumed to roll on producing two DNA com-

rupt such DNA molecule. To prevent integrity, pragenome has been divided, allowing sta-

partments, one with ÓluxuryÓ (nuclear) and another with ÓworkingÓ (mitochondrial) genome.

bility of growing nuclear genome, as well as mitochondrial specialization.

DNA sequence in prokaryotic genome tends to change relatively rapidly in the course of

In this transition phase, immediately after genome separation, when intensive transfer of

evolution. Three billion years after this recombination event, many kinds of modern prokary-

information between mt and nu has not yet established, mitochondria needs its own ele-

ots do not resemble organisms evolutionary proximal to the last common ancestor. By now

mentary replication-transcription-translation machinery and protein degradation-secretion.

89 prokaryotic genomes have been sequenced (only 16 archaeals) and extrapolation of the

This is the reason why these pathways exist in some of mt genome (22). Each product of

results from comparative genome analysis way back in time is ungrateful.

reciprocal genetic recombination has one copy of the origin of replication, i.e. cdc6-oridiv

RESULTS

cluster. Archaeal primase may act as a bifunctional replicase to incorporated both NTPs

Plastids appear to have retained more bacterial features than the mitochondria, particularly

and dNTPs to bringing together replication and transcription (23). If the gene for primase is

when considering transcription initiation and translation apparatus. The proteins identified

at origin of replication, the impact is obvious. Genes involved in protein synthesis, includ-

in the mRNA processing/stabilizing complex in plastids are likewise mostly clearly recog-

ing tuf, fus, rpoA, rpoB, rpoC and some chaperons are encoded within or proximal to the

nizable homologs of bacterial factors then mitochondrial. That means that plastid genome

large ribosomal protein cluster in bacteria but not found in archaea. It is reasonable to pre-

was evolved after mitochondrial.

dict presence of : -tuf (ef-1 alpha)-rpo-hsp gene operon in the ribosomal cluster of the last

Mitochondrial origin

common ancestor Ómitochondrial genomeÓ.

Monophyletic origin of mitochondrion and possibility that this organelle originated at the

Pragenome organization are in a tightly correlation with order of genes expression. Genes

same time as the nuclear compartment, suggest that both arose after single event in

located at the start of the cluster are activated earlier than genes further along. To avoid pro-

prokaryotic cell. Suppose that pragenome of an aerobic, non-oxygen producing, archaeon,

gressive decrease in their efficiency of expression, as one moves from the start to the end

with no rigid cell wall but a plasma membrane, was a maxi circle with two replicons (Fig.1).

of cluster, clusters are separated by nontranscribed spacers (Figure 1).
Plastid origin
All extant photosynthetic cells descend from a single common ancestor that possessed a
primeval photosynthetic mechanism. Essential components of photosynthetic apparatus
are present in both archaea and eubacteria, including the nonphotosynthetic eubacteria,
suggesting that photosynthesis could be a primitive property of both groups.
Photosynthesis was developed in archaea more then 3 billion of years ago.
Bacteriorhodopsin, observed in archaea, act as a light-activated proton pump but do not
produce storable energy (24). Nitrogenase iron protein (Nif H) gene from M. jannischii has
remarkable similarity with gene bch L involved in bacteriochlorophyll biosynthesis (from
24). In the archaeon Haloarcula marismorti (2), nine plastocyanin precursor-like proteins
were identified, as well as phycocyanobilins, which are major components of macromole-

Figure 1. Possible genome organization of the last common ancestor, an aerobic non-oxy-

gen producing archaeon, prior to the division by genetic recombination.
Fe = Fe-hydrogenase operon, F-S=Fe-S protein assembly cluster, S=sulphate assimilation cluster, N=nitrogen fixation cluster, R=rRNA genes, T=tRNA genes, G=glycolytic
pathway, P=pentose phosphate pathway, RC=respiratory chain, TCA=tricarboxylic
acide cycle, nu= nulear gene content, mt, r, t=mitochondrial gene content, div=dividing
sequences, ori=origin of replication, cdc6=cell division gene. With ef-rpo-hsp operon in
R cluster

cular complex termed phycobilisomes that are involved with capture of light energy. H.
marismorti has at least 29 unique proteins containing a light-responsive domain motif
(GAF) found in plant and cyanobacterial phytochromes, and invertebrate cGMP-stimulated
phosphodiesterase, of which several are likely to be phytochrome or phytochrome-like
genes. Set of opsins facilitate phototaxis in this archaeon which are capable to regulate
metabolism in response to day/night cycle grace a circadian clock regulator-like gene (kai
C). Phylogenetic analysis of the core antenna domain (25) support a single phylogeny in

One which activates the origin recognition complex for nuclear and another for mitochon-

which PS II core antenna proteins (Psb C, Psb B) arose from duplications of reaction cen-

drial gene compartment. At or in the vicinity of each replicon there are two ÓhotspotsÓ, two

tre (RC) 1 (=PS I), associated core antenna and accessory antenna proteins (Isi A, Pcb A,

direct repeat sequences. The initiation of replication occurs through loading of the minichro-

PcbC) arose from duplication of Psb B. RC 1 are parts of a single polypeptide already pres-

mosome maintenance protein (Mcm), which can activate cell division cycle protein Cdc6.

ent in an ancestor of cyanobacteria. So that chlorophyll based photosynthesis evolved from

In the most archaea cdc6 gene is adjacent to the origin of replication. Frequent exposure to

homodimeric protein encoded by ancient archaea (bacteriochlorophyll biosynthesis

DNA damage in ancient archaea result in frequent recombination and genomic rearrange-

evolved before chlorophyll biosynthesis) (Figure 2).

ment. It can be that initiation of replication process trigger these genomic rearrangements.

Mg-tetrapyrrole-based photosynthesis starts to develop in a single, continuous evolution-

If the direct repeat sequence are near or at the origin of replication, this can lead to the func-

ary archaeal line of cells and was a final invention of mitoplastid genome, prior to the

tional segregation of the maxi circle. During recombination DNA molecule is relaxed,

chloroplast/cyanobacteria lineage. Acquisition of complete photosynthetic pathway was a

unwound.

signal for mitoplastid genome duplication and subsequent functional fission.
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assembly, isc and suf. isc (iron-sulfur cluster) genes are present in yeast and animals, and
the biosynthetic pathway is located in mitochondria. In plants, both the isc and suf genes
have been found, some of the isc gene products have been localized to the mitochondria
whereas all 6 suf gene products are likely to reside in the plastids. On the other hand, isoforms of a protein NFU occur in both organelles. It is not known why Fe-S cluster assembly in each type of organelle is carried out by different sets of proteins. If genes participated in Fe-S cluster biosynthesis possess a common ancestor, this fact can contribute to the
mitoplastid origin and its genome duplication with subsequent fission giving birth to the
mitochondrial and plastid gene compartment in plants.
Phylogenetic evidence presumed that primitively anaerobic amitochondriated eukaryotes
containing the nucleus, cytoskeleton and endomembrane system may have never existed
(28). The results presented in this article placed origin of mitochondrion in prokaryotic
world, this is what step-by-step hypothesis did as well.
Usually the replicons arose after segregation contain lower G+C content than major
Figure 2. Evolution of mitochondrial, plastide and ribosomal compartments.

archaeal chromosome. G+C content in mitochondria is less than 50% and the G+C con-

a) Bipartite genome with nu (nuclear) and mt+r+t (mitochondrial) replicons. b) Division
and enveloping of both compartments, c) Mitoplastide genome (ct=photocluster
+mt=mitochondria) duplication, d) Division of mitoplastide genome with partial sisters
genome deletion and subsequent organelle fission. e) Complete ribosomal genes transfer
to the nucleus and ribosomale compartmenet evolution (r). Arrows indicate gene transfer
and acquisition of a new genes. Photocluster include: hli (high light inducible gene),set of
opsins genes for phototaxis, kaiC (circadian clock regulator), photoreceptor operon (pgbprotoglobin, plastocyanin, ubiquinone, phycocyanobilins, phycobilisome homodimeric
reaction center), nif genes, cytb-c,rubisco, ferredoxin, wox (water oxidation-like gene),
psa, psb...

tents in archaeal’s major chromosomes is above 60%. Origin of plastid take place in an aer-

DISCUSSION

tRNAs (29), probably vestige of ancient partial duplication of ÓmitoplastidÓ genome (Figure

This hypothesis proposed existence of a single evolutionary line of cells, with basic char-

2).Wheat mitochondrial genome has 55 sequences homologous (mostly with 80% or high-

acteristic which passed, as a backbone trough all living organisms, and that the direct

er homology on the nucleotide basis) to the corresponding sequences of the wheat chloro-

eukaryotic ancestor should look for within archaea. The major source of motivation for this

plast genome, the total size, 26264 bp, corresponds to 25% of the mt coding region (30).

hypothesis is Ófigure eightÓ forming (precisely mathematical symbol for infinity) by double

Nitrogenase operon and respiratory chain (reverse photosynthesis) are mitochondrial

circles of DNA molecule. An explanation for this enigma has been search for almost 30

encoded and photosystems I and II proteins are plastid encoded. Homology and evolution-

years.

obic, 02-producing protoeukaryote by duplication of mitoplastid (mt genome + photosynthetic mini replicon) genome and subsequent organelle fission with sisters genome partial
deletion (Figure 2d). Traces of this event is visible in plan mt genome where plastid-like
sequences exist, non-functional pieces of psa, ndh, rbc, rpo, psb D... genes (29), extensive
sequences exchange between mt and pt genome. In plant mitochondrial genome there are
plastid-like sequences ranging from 1%-4% of the total genome, most of them are nonfunctional. In the Arabidopsis and rapeseed there is the same sets of genes for rRNAs and

ary connection between these three groups of genes indicate their ancestral and common

Later and recent discoveries in molecular biology was lead to the understanding and possible solution, by genetic recombination, of Ófigure eightÓ foggy. Fundamental similarities
in the metabolic pathways in cellular organisms provide a starting evidence for evolutionary
conservatism operating over four billion years. To give proof of the genetic recombination
engagement in the origin of eukaryotes, several facts has to be considered. If mitochondrial genome arises after separation from nuclear, than archaea is the oldest group of cellular form of life and worldwide ancestor for all living organisms. Which mechanism decide
the way for new gene acquisition? Good example is transition from aerobic respiration to
the oxygenic photosynthesis. Selective pressure favored acquisition of a new - water oxidation gene (wox), but under the formerly prepared background (Ówhen gene is present,
that means that coding pathway is in advance stageÓ), i.e. photocluster (gens for day/night
cycle, O2 detection and transport, mobile electron carriers, including duplication of already
existing quinine, ferredoxine, NADP reductase). The recent discovery of photosynthetic core
genes in viruses (26,27) present the proof for lateral gene transfer (LGT). Many viruses that
infect cyanobacteria carry photosynthesis genes. So that similarity between chloroplasts
and modern cyanobacteria is due to LGT from mitoplastid photocluster to cyanobacterial
precursor. It can be the same for the similarity between mitochondria and alpha-proteobacteria. Fe-S proteins are crucial in respiration, nitrogen fixation and photosynthesis.
Two groups of 6-7 genes each have been identified that are required for Fe-S cluster

origin which occurred in a single, continuous line of cells, encoded by mitoplastid genome.
In modern organisms glycolysis is catalyzed in cytosol and photosynthesis initiated in
chloroplast (instead in macromolecular complex - phycobillisome in archaea) and continued in cytosol, because coupling hexose-pentose pathway is archaeal vestige. Two of the
most important pieces of biochemical innovation that occurred in early biosphere - the
development of photosynthesis and nitrogen fixation may be related to each other because
some of their key genes [nitrogenase gene and bacteriochlorophylle gene (both with circadian rhythm)] appear to have evolved from a common ancestor that may be part of a third,
significantly different, biochemical process, encoded by the unique genome. Direct repeat
(div-dividing) sequences at the replication origin, which can represent recombination site
has to be searched in nuclear/mitochondrial genomes. The ÓFe-onlyÓ hydrogenase gene
from Nyctotherus ovalis (31) hybridizes to genomic fragment which terminates in
G3T4G3(T4G4)5 repeat that is very similar to the telomere sequences. In the N. ovalis,
hydrogenosome genome starts with Fe-hydrogenase gene. To speculate, telomere-like
sequence, which can be one of the div-sequence candidate, starts the mt replicon and precede Fe-hydrogenase gene in the last common ancestor.
In the human mt genome there are two rRNA genes, 12S rRNA and 16S rRNA. Transferred
to the nucleus, they can cause new organelle origin - ribosomal compartment, infrastructurally formerly defined by nucleolar organizers and nucleolus. Just as it is the case with
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transition from aerobic respiration to the oxygenic photosinthesis, this transition will create

16. Komori K, Sakae S, Shinagava H, Morikawa K, Ishio Y. A Hollyday junction resolvase from

new outlook of the human evolution.

Pyrococcus furiosus: Functional similarity to Escherichia coli RuvC provides evidence for con-

Communication between mitochondria and nucleus is important for carbohydrate and nitro-

served mechanism of homologous recombination in bacteria, eukarya and arhaea. Proc Natl
Acad Sci 1999;96:8873 -8.

gen metabolism, cell cycle and proliferation. Mitochondria-to-nucleus stress activates the
genes implicated in carcinogenesis. As a result of retrograde regulation, the tumor cell

17. de la Tour CB, Portemer C, Kaltoum H, Duguet M. Reverse gyrase from the hyperthermophilic
bacterium Thermotoga maritima: properties and gene structure. J Bacteriol 1998;180:274-81..

transforms to a unicellular lifestyle and descents on oneÕs back in evolution till the last common ancestor, just prior to the separation of mitochondrial from nuclear genomes.

18. Berquist B, DasSarma. An archaeal chromosomal autonomously replicating sequences element
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